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Дорогой друг! 

Приглашаю тебя отправится в путешествие по весёлой  
стране АВС. Ты сможешь посетить фантастические острова 

Letters, Colours & Numbers, закрепить полученные знания  
по учебникам Spotlight, узнать много нового и интересного. 

Уверена, весёлая страна АВС тебе очень понравится. 

Good luck! 
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I. Letters, colours & numbers 

 

 

1. Letters    

 

a. Write the letters of the alphabet. 

A__, B__, __c, D d, E__, F f,  __ g, H__, Ii, J__, K k, 
L__, M m, __n, O__, P__,  

Q__, R r, __s, T__, U__, __v, W w, X__, Y__ Z z 
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b. Match the letters and right them.       

 

Tt………………............. 
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c. Look and complete. 

 
d. Look and write: 
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2.            Colours.  

 

e. Read and write. 
 

              

                 

         

r__d    pu__p__e    y__ll__w    b__ac__    bl__ e    gr__en    
ora__ng__    w__i__e 
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f. The Rainbow song 

 
 

g. Write the colours. 

The cupcake is … The cupcake is … 

The cupcake is …        The cupcake is  

The cupcake is … The cupcake is … 
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h. Look and say. 

 

                       

chocolate 

i.   Look and write. 

1. Red, yellow, blue is ……. (rbnow)  

2. Red and blue is …………(lurpep) 

3. Blue and yellow is ………(egern) 

4. Yellow and red is ………(aoreng) 

5. White and black is ………(yger) 
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3.  Numbers 

a. Read, count and circle. 
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b. Look, count and write. 

 

1. _________________ castle 

2. _________________ bees 

3. _________________ apples 

4. _________________ bucket 

5. _________________ birds 

6. _________________ hedgehogs 

7. _________________ gardener 

8. _________________ clouds 
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c. Match and count. 

 

II. Reading comprehension. 

Apple tree. 

There was a beautiful apple in the 
garden. It had funny friends. They 
were a bee, a grasshopper and an 
ant. The ant was the best. Every 
morning he got up and watered the 

apple tree. Apple tree’s friends worked in the garden. 
They picked apples and put them in baskets. The bee, the 
grasshopper and the ant played in its branches. The apple 
tree gave them a big apple. The ant gave everybody a 
bite of the apple. The ant and the apple tree were happy 
to have such friends. 
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1. Fill in the missing letters: 

   a _ t             a _ p l _           b _ t _   

2.  Read again and answer the questions: 

 What did the apple tree have____________ 

  Did  it give a bite to the ant?____________ 
 What did the friends do?_______________ 
 Was the ant  happy?___________________ 

 

John and Birds.  

     A little boy lives near the forest. 
His name is John. Every day John 
runs to the forest. He likes birds. 
John likes to listen to their songs. 

John likes big birds and baby birds. He helps them. John 
plays with his favourite bird on a branch. John likes blue 
birds. 
 

1. Fill in the missing letters: 

b _ r d  b _ a n _ h   b _ b y  b i _ d s 

2. Read again and answer the questions: 
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 What does Bob like?       ______________ 

 What kind of birds does Bob like? __________ 

 Does Bob like a bird on a box?  ____________ 

 Does Bob like blue birds best? _____________ 

 

The north wind doth blow. 

The north wind doth blow, 
And we shall have snow, 

And what will the robin do then, 
poor thing? 

He‛ll sit on a twig, 
And we‛ll feed him some bread, 

And he‛ll sing to say ‘Thank you, my friends, poor 
thing’. 

1. Fill in the missing letters: 
 

 r _ b _ n           sn _ w         c _ l d 

2. Read again and answer the questions: 

 Is it warm or cold?         ________________ 
 Who will sit on a twig?        ________________ 
 What will we do?         ________________ 
 What will the robin sing ?       ________________ 
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It is winter.  

How is the weather today? The 
weather is frosty and snowy. It is cold. 
The sky is gloomy. The snowflakes are 
falling. They are white and bright. It is 

winter. We like winter. We wear hats, gloves, coats, 
boots and warm scarves. Play with snowballs and make 
snowmen. 

It is winter and snowy.  

1. Look and Re – arrange the letters:  

 nosyw  sleokwafns  gsleov  acto  tosob 

2. Read and say yes or no: 

 The weather is sunny.______________________ 

 The sky is blue.             _____________________ 

 The snowflakes are falling. __________________ 

 It is autumn.   _____________________________ 

 We wear warm scarves. ____________________ 

 We make sandcastle. _______________________ 
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3. Read and write. 

 Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star. 

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,  a s t r 

How I wonder what you are.  w o d n r e 

Up above the world so high,  l o r w d 

Like a diamond in the sky.  madinod 

Twinkle, twinkle, little star,  ntwelki 

How I wonder what you are.   uyo 

4.    Read and complete. 
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Hickory Dickory Dock 

Hickory Dickory Dock, 
The……ran up the clock; 
The clock struck ……… 

The mouse ran down, 
Hickory Dickory Dock. 

 
Hickory Dickory Dock, 

The mouse ran up the ….; 
The clock struck ……… 
The mouse went “boo!”, 
Hickory Dickory Dock. 

5.   Look, read and complete. 
Humpty Dumpty. 

Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall, 
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall. 

All the King’s horses and all the King’s men, 
Couldn’t put Humpty together again. 

 
1. sat Humpty a wall Dumpty on 
2. a great had Dumpty fall Humpty 
3. again put Humpty Couldn’t together             
4. All king’s the horses the men king’s all and 
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6.  Once I caught A Fish Alive   

One, ….., three, ….., five, 
Once I caught a ….. alive, 
….., seven, ……, nine, ten, 

Then I let it go again. 
 
Why did you let it go? 
Because it bit my …… so. 
Which finger did it bite? 
This little finger on the right 
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Read and choose. 

Yoko goes fruit picking. 

Hi, my name is Yoko 
and I live in Japan. This is 
a picture of my pen friend 
Masha and me at her fam-
ily’s country house. Masha 

and her family spend a lot of time there in summer. They 
have a big garden where they grow vegetables, fruits, 
and flowers.  

1. Yoko lives in ...                                                          

a. France         b. Russia             c. China           d. Japan   
 
In Japan land is very expensive, and most people 

cannot afford gardens. There are special farms where 
you can pick fruit or vegetables for a small fee. This is a 
very popular activity among Japanese people. Last year 
my parents took me to a strawberry farm. It was a very 
unusual experience! Until then I’ve only seen strawber-
ries at the supermarket, and they have always been 
packed neatly in plastic boxes.  
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2. Yoko and her parents visited … 

a. an orchard       b. a field       c. a garden       d. a farm  
 
When we arrived at the farm, my parents and I were 

given a cardboard basket each. A member of staff 
showed us rows and rows of strawberry plants. Each 
plant had straw packed around it. There were a lot of 
strawberries, and we had a lot of fun picking the biggest 
berries. 

3. Yoko and her parents were given cardboard …  

a. Buckets          b. baskets          c. cartons        d. boxes 
 
Next August my parents and I are going to visit an 

all-you-can-eat apple-picking orchard. My parents say 
you just pay the entrance fee, go into the orchard, and 
pick as many apples as you can eat. If you want to take 
any of your apples home, you have to pay an extra fee.  

4. Next time Yoko and her family are going to visit 
an all-you-can-eat …-picking orchard 

a. Cherry           b. pear            c. apple            d. peach 
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 Find the words in the grid : 

v e g e t a b l e s 
 

b c h e r r y f s c 

a y l m z v o e w a 

s t r a w b e r r y 
 

k f i p n d q n x d  

e t o m a t o l p g 

t c u c u m b e r s  

y u b a n a n a s k 
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Using the verb to be:   

 

a) Tomatoes _____ not sweet like apples and stuff. 
b) Fruit _____ usually sweet. 
c) Vegetables  ____ parts of a plant, like a stem, a leaf, 

a root, or just the seed. 
d) Spinach _____ a leaf.    
e)  So green peppers and cucumbers _____ actually 

fruits. 
f)  Corn ____ a seed.  
g) I ____ a farmer.         
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Read and write.  Jane’s house. 

                       

 

Jane lives in a small town near London.  Jane’s house 
is on a quiet,beautiful place. The house has got two 
floors. On the ground floor there is a modern living 
room, a dining room,  a kitchen and a small bathroom. 
On the first floor there are two bedrooms and a small 
bathroom. Outside there is a garden with tall trees and 
lovely flowers. 

1. Jane lives in a small ……. near London. 
2. Jane’s house is on a quiet……. place. 
3. On the ground floor there is ……. living room. 
4. There are ……. bedrooms on the first floor. 
5. ……. there is a garden. 
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Eating in England.    

Breakfast 

Breakfast is between 7: 00 and 9: 00 am. A traditional 
English breakfast consists of bacon, sausages, tomatoes, 
eggs, fried bread, baked beans and a cup of coffee. Now-
adays, a typical English breakfast consists of a bowl of 
cereal, a slice of toast, orange juice and a cup of coffee. 

Lunch     

Lunch is between 12:00 and 1:30 pm. Many children 
at school and adults at work have a ‘packed lunch’. This 
is a sandwich, a packet of crips, some fruit and a drink. 

Dinner   

Dinner is between 6:00 and 8:00 pm. A typical 
English dinner is meal and vegetables. Most English 
people nowadays prefer curry. Rice and pasta are also 
favourite English dinner dishes. 

Which of the sentences are true or false? 

1. The English have six main meals.  
2. They eat sausages and eggs for breakfast. 
3. Lunch is a light meal. 
4. Dinner is between 9:00 and 10:00 pm. 
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Write a story about the girl. Choose the correct 
variant. 

 

1. Her name is ……. 
a.  Paul   b. Gary  c. Nancy 
2. She is …………… 
a.  slim  b. plump  c. medium height 
3. She has got ……… 
a.  plait  b. short hair  c.a long hair 
4. Her hair is ……….. 
a.  fair  b. grey  c. blue and purple 
5. Her eyes are ………. 
a. blue  b. green  c. brown 
6. She has got a ……… 
a. straight nose    b. turned up nose    c. round nose 
7. She is wearing……… 
a. jeans and a T-shirt b. a blouse and a skirt c. a dress 
8. She has got ……… in her hand. 
a. a bag  b. a suitcase   c. a baske
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III. Grammar: 
 

1. Fill in: a or an 

a)   a cherry           

_ eye, _ pencil, _box, _ carrot, _ orange, _ apple, _ cat, 

 _ pen, _ fox, _ onion, _ owl, _ bee, _elephant,  _iron, 

_snake, _umbrella, _ mouse, _ boy, _ table, _ egg, _ ear, 

_ eagle,  _ tree, _duck, _ dog, _lion, _ armchair, _ book. 
 

b) Read and write. 

 I have .. doll. Would you like…. apple? 
 John has ….. car. It is …..dolphin. 
 This is …living-room.  
 Where is …..uncle? 
 Lulu is ….. girl.  
 Larry is ….. boy.  
 Chuckles is ….. monkey.  
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c) Read and circle. 

 It is a/ an bee. 
 It is an/ a apple. 
 It is a/ an ice-cream. 
 It is an/a cat. 
 It is a / an umbrella 
 It is an/ a glass of milk. 
 It is a/ an dress. 
 It is an/ a banana. 

 

2. Fill in:  -s,   -es,   - ies. 

 

 

cherries 
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-s -es -ies 

     

                                                        

 

3.  Fill in the missing preposition in, on, at. 
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___ July,     ___7o’clock,      ___ Sunday,   ___ 2019,   
___the evening,   ___1934,               

___night,   ___December,    ___12:00,   ___Saturday,   
___Fridayl April 15,2022, 

___the 13th of July,   ___Halloween, ___spring,   
___1983,   ___half past eleven, 

___ the weekend,   ___the the afternoon,   
___September,    ___half past eight,  

___ the 2nd of November,   ___9:15,   ___autumn,  
___Wednesday,  ___February, 

___Christmas Day. 

 

4. Complete the sentences. 
Use the correct form of the 
words in the box. 
1. Jane is ________________ 
than Hellen.                               
2. Hellen is _______________ 
than Jane.  
3. Jane’s hair is 
____________than Hellen’s.     
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5. Read and complete the sentences. 

 

 

Jimmy is very busy this 
month. On the ________ 
he’s going to the dentist. 
On the __________he’s 
going to celebrate his 
mum’s birthday. On 
the___________ he’s go-
ing to watch a parade. On 
the__________ he’s go-
ing on holiday. On the 
____________ he’s going 
to start school. 
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6.   Draw a line to match the plates to 
the pictures. 
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7. Complete the sentences. Use some or 
any.  

 
Waiter: And what about dessert?  

Elena:  Do you have _______________ chocolate ice 
cream?  

Waiter: Sorry. We have only got vanilla.  

Elena:  Well, please give me______________ vanilla 
ice cream, then. 

 
8. Complete  

the sentences.  
                                                    
        
 
 
 

1. There …. an apple on the green plate. 

2. There .... flowers in the blue vase. 

3. There …. a white bath in the bathroom. 

4. There …. a lot of raspberries in the basket. 

5. There …. armchairs in my living room. 

6. There …. a garden near the house. 
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IV.  Look and write.  My Family. 
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Draw picture of your favourite room and write 
about it. 
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Describe the girl. Draw picture of your toy. 

 

 

Write. In my lunch box!  

 

(biscuits, milk, cake, orange juice, popcorn, sausages, 
rice, pasta, cheese, Coke, carrots, potatoes, sandwich, 
toast, burgers, meat, fish, ice-cream, chocolate, apples, 
cherries , banana, lemonade, water, chips) 
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Для заметок  
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Для заметок 
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